1. Study the following words related to food and find the odd one out. (1)
   a) Core   b) Broil
   c) Sprout   d) Blanch

Attempt all questions from 2 to 6. Each carries 2 scores. (5 x 2 = 10)

2. State whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE.
   a) Do not maintain a normal conversational speed while offering a speech.
   b) The speeches impress the audience if the sentences are ungrammatical.
3. Choose the appropriate word from the brackets.
   a) Eating three pieces of fruit a day, will give you ............ vitamines.
      (enough / too many / too much)

   b) Do not give .......... processed milk to babies. (too many / too much / too little)

4. Write the phonemic transcription of the following words.
   a) Boil
   b) Food
   c) Chef

5. Your sister is going to attend her first interview for a job. Give two valuable suggestions for facing the interview free of tension.

6. Some of your relatives settled in Delhi, visit a tourist place in your village. Write each sentence for the following adjectives.
   a) Excellent
   b) Pristine

Attempt any one question from 7 & 8, which carries 3 scores. (1 × 3 = 3)

7. Read the following headline and write a brief news report.
   Chain snatched : 17 yr boy arrested

8. As a part of the child rights week observation, the PTA of your school conducts a walk for child rights. Design a poster for the programme.
Attempt all questions from 9 & 10. Each carries 4 scores. \((2 \times 4 = 8)\)

9. A debate is conducted in your school on the topic 'Fast food will take faster to heaven'. You are the debater to speak for the proposition. Write four points.

10. The venue for the District Youth Festival in your school, which has been implemented green protocol. Write a notice in about 50 words informing the participants to follow the guidelines of green protocol.

Attempt any four questions from 11 to 15. Each carries 5 scores. \((4 \times 5 = 20)\)

11. Imagine that you have been selected to play a football for the Kerala Blasters Team, after a tough interview which lasted about 2 hrs. Write the important parts of the interview.

12. You have been representing your school in the Science Fair for the last five years on various stages. Write an article for your school magazine about your experience.

\(\text{Hints : } 7^{\text{th}} \text{ std} – \text{Sub-district level} – 8^{\text{th}} \text{ std} – \text{District level} – 9^{\text{th}} \text{ std} – \text{District level} – 10^{\text{th}} \text{ std} – \text{District and State level} – 11^{\text{th}} \text{ std.} – \text{State level First prize).}\)

13. As a part of the 10\(^{\text{th}}\) Anniversary of your English club, 'Anglo Fest', students of communicative English, organize a speech practice on various topics. You get the topic, 'Influence of Cinema on Youth'. Prepare the full text of a speech.
14. Thrisur has been placed first in terms of cleanliness, feeling of security, food etc. in the result of a tourist feedback survey at 42 places in the country.

Frame five questions the researcher might have use in the survey.

15. Your school is conducting a food festival to raise fund for constructing a house for your classmate. You want to participate in the festival. Write the name and ingredients for the dish you would like to introduce.

Attempt any three questions from 16 to 19. Each carries 6 scores.

(3 × 6 = 18)

16. You have been completed your degree in Industrial Engineering and you have been invited to join many multinational companies of India, U.S.A. and U.K. Write a paragraph about which country you would like to work in.

17. Imagine that the golden jubilee celebration of your school is inaugurating your favourite star in Hockey. You get a chance to interview him.

Prepare an interview with respect to the following hints.

(Hints : No. of matches played – No. of goals scored – Memorable day in the match – Attitude of people – Medals and awards – Advice to the younger generation).

18. You are Mr. Mohan, General Manager of P. K. Industries, Cochin. You need a Marketing Manager for your company. Draft an advertisement to be published in 'The Hindu'.

19. You went to watch the cricket match between New Zealand and India, held at Trivandrum recently.

Imagine that, you were the commentator for the programme, write the script of the commentary.